In this paper, we compute partitions of the tetrahedron for up to the fourth-order spectral volume reconstruction. Certain optimization is made to these partitions and previously obtained partitions of lower dimensional simplex. These optimized partitions have the smallest Lebesgue constants among currently known spectral volume partitions. 
Introduction
Spectral volume reconstruction is a key element of the recently proposed spectral volume method [10, 11] for hyperbolic conservation laws. Analogous to the well known fact that the quality of polynomial interpolation depends on the interpolation points set, the quality of spectral volume reconstruction in the simplex is determined by the partition of the simplex [3] . Since the development of the spectral volume method, some research has been done on the partition generation.
For example, by following the idea of Chen and Babuška [1, 2] , Wang and Liu computed the so called mean
¢ ¡
optimal partitions for up to the seventh order spectral volume reconstruction of the one-dimensional simplex [9] . Several systematic techniques based on the Voronoi diagram and its variants have also been developed in [3] for both the one and two-dimensional simplex. More recently, a linear partition and a quadratic partition of the tetrahedron were constructed in [7] .
However, partitions for high order spectral volume reconstruction on the tetrahedron are still unavailable. In this paper we compute up to the fourth-order partitions of the three-dimensional simplex,
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. These partitions are based on the idea we proposed in [3] , i.e., building the partition through extensive use of the geometry structure of the interpolation points in the simplex, such as the symmetry and layering structure. The idea can be extended to generate higher order partitions of the tetrahedron. Optimization within the framework of building these partitions is also made for these partitions and the previously obtained partitions of the one and two-dimensional simplex. 
is called the Lebesgue constant of the operator
According to (3), the partitions with small Lebesgue constants are preferred. It is rather difficult to directly build good high order partitions, specially for three dimensional spectral volume reconstructions, because there are too many parameters such as the position of points, the number of edges for each sub-cell and the topology of the sub-cells. For another reconstruction problem, the polynomial interpolation, several almost optimal sets have been obtained (see [8, 5, 1, 2] and reference therein). At a glimpse, it seems that the methodology of [1, 2] can be used to optimize the spectral volume partition. However, as shown in [9] , the mean ¡ optimal partitions are even not very satisfactory for the one-dimensional case. So in this paper we do not compute the mean ¡ optimal partitions. Instead, we only compute partitions based on the polynomial interpolation points, and try to optimize these partitions within the framework of constructing them. In addition,
we try to minimize the number of total faces of the partition whenever it is possible.
The rest of the paper includes two sections. In Sec. 2, we describe the algorithm of computing up to the fourth order partition of the tetrahedron. Section 3 is devoted to the optimization of the partitions in Sec. 2 and the partitions of the lower dimensional simplex developed in [3] .
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In this section, we propose an algorithm to compute symmetric partitions for the spectral volume reconstruction in the tetrahedron. Similar to the technique developed in [3] for the lower dimensional simplex, this algorithm exploits the geometry structure of interpolation points on the tetrahedron (points from [6] are used in this paper). The algorithm is described in a recursive fashion in the sense of high order partitions being based on lower order partitions. In specific, when building high order partitions, we first group all the interpolation points except those on a single tetrahedron face into a new points set. Then we construct some sub-cells from the new points set with the algorithm for the one-order lower partition. We will explain it in detail in the following.
The symmetry property of the partitions is extensively used in the algorithm. But unlike polynomial interpolation, we cannot first compute the possible number of different symmetric points such as four-fold or six-fold symmetric points, as the authors did in [2] . It is because the total number of vertices for any order partition is not a fixed number, which is a direct consequence of the fact that a face can have any number ( ) of vertices. For a similar reason, the total number of faces is also not a fixed number for a given order partition of the tetrahedron. So in the following, we will try to minimize, besides the Lebesgue constant, the number of faces as that is proportional to the work load of the spectral volume method [11, 10] .
The First Order Partition
Our first order partition is the same as that given in [7] . But we describe our algorithm within a more general setting so that the algorithm can be used to generate higher order partitions.
Follow the idea of [3] , we build the partition from the polynomial interpolation points on the tetrahedron in a certain way such that each sub-cell contains an input point. For the first order partition, the input points are simply the vertices of the tetrahedron. So a sub-cell is needed for each vertex of the tetrahedron. The four sub-cells can be computed in the exactly same way because of symmetry. Hence we only describe how to construct the sub-cell for one vertex. Figure 1 three interior 'faces' and three faces which are on the faces of the tetrahedron. Again by symmetry, the three interior faces can be constructed in a similar way. One such interior face is 
The points For the six remaining points, it is enough to explain how to compute the sub-cell for one point (e.g., point¨) as we will build the other five sub-cells in a symmetric way. In our second order partition, the sub-cell ( , and as defined in (6) , are always coplanar.
Proof: According to the distribution of the input points, there exists
Substitute the above formula into (6) to obtain
The matrix in the above is singular, which proves the lemma. 
The Third Order Partition
To compute the third order partition, we choose the interpolation points from [6] . All these points are on the surface of the tetrahedron. In the upper left part of Fig. 3 , we plot the points which are on one tetrahedron face. Using the algorithm to compute the second order partition, a sub-cell can be constructed for all the points shown in the picture except . For example, when building sub-cells for the three points on the top of the picture, we ignore all the interpolation points on the lowest layer (i.e., the ten points on the bottom tetrahedron face). Then the number of remaining points will be ten, which is exactly the number of second order interpolation points. Treat these ten points as the input points and use the algorithm in Sec. 2.2 to construct the sub-cells for the three top points shown in the picture. Similar procedure can be done for all other points except . So the only additional work is to build a sub-cell containing point for each tetrahedron face.
We compute these four sub-cells as follows. Observing that a single connected volume will be left after excluding those sub-cells which have already been built, we choose the mass center of the original tetrahedron as a new vertex, and then connect this new vertex to certain vertices of the single volume to divide it into four identical sub-cells. One of such sub-cell is shown in Fig.   3 . In the upper right, it shows a view from the side with point . In the lower left, it is a view after rotating the tetrahedron from right to left for a small angle, where point £ is the mass center of the tetrahedron. Finally in the lower right, we rotate it a little more to show the sub-cell from the opposite side. This sub-cell has one hexagonal face and 18 triangular faces. Till now we have computed a third order partition of the tetrahedron. In Sec. 3.3, we will optimize the partition by moving the input points around.
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The Fourth Order Partition
The fourth order interpolation points set [6] has 35 points, only one of which is inside the tetrahedron. Figure 4 shows the points which are on one face of the tetrahedron. For each surface point, a sub-cell can be constructed with the algorithm for the third-order partition. For example, for the six points shown in the top left of Fig. 4 , we can simply apply the algorithm for the third-order partition on the points set which includes all the original interpolation points except those on the bottom tetrahedron face. So it seems that we only need a new technique to construct a sub-cell for the interior point. However, even this new technique is not necessary because after building all the other sub-cells, there will be left a single connected volume which is just the sub-cell for the interior point. Figure 4 shows this sub-cell from different perspective. On the top right, it is a view from the reader's side. The bottom left shows a view after rotating the tetrahedron from right to left for a certain angle. The bottom right is another view after further rotation. This sub-cell has 24 triangular faces. The data for the optimized version of the partition will be given in Sec. 3.3.
Remark 2
The recursive algorithm can be used to compute higher order partitions of the tetrahedron.
Figure 4:
The interior sub-cell of the fourth order partition of the tetrahedron.
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In this section, we optimize the partitions given in [3] and the three-dimensional partitions computed in Sec.2.
One Dimensional Partitions
In [3] , we developed several one-dimensional partitions from the Chebyshev and Legendre GaussLobatto points by using middle points of two neighboring input points as partition vertices. However, those partitions have larger Lebesgue constants than the partitions given in [9] .
So in this paper, instead of simply using middle points of two neighboring input points as In the algorithm, is the only parameter to be optimized. With the above algorithm, we compute the optimal partitions from the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto, Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points, and the optimal polynomial interpolation set [1] . These optimized partitions are denoted as 
Two Dimensional Partitions
We only optimize the partitions of up to the fourth order in the triangle which are given in [3] . Different constraint will be applied when optimizing partitions of different order. Figure 5 shows the second order partition from [3] . We seek an optimal partition whose vertices on each triangle edge are just the vertices of the one-dimensional second-order partition computed in . Under the above constraint, the optimal partition ( Fig. 6 ) has Lebesgue constant 3.0630, and the partition data is listed in Tab. 6-7. We also tried to move around the partition vertices which are on the triangle edges. There is little difference in the optimal Lebesgue constant. 9 8 12 13 2 5 4 3 7 8 9 3 5 8 7 6 11 12 4 4 1 2 3 4 5 5 3 2 5 6 7 6 4 6 5 10 11 
The Second Order Partition of the Triangle
The Third Order Partition of the Triangle
In [3] , we propose a technique to compute the partitions from the layering structure of the input points. In that algorithm, we first generate a triangularization from the input points. The centroids of the triangles in the triangularization are then used as the vertices of the partition. (See [3] for further details.) Here we apply the same algorithm to compute the third order partition except that a different point instead of the centroid in each triangle is chosen to be a vertex of the partition. In particular, we choose a weighted average of the triangle vertices, with the weight being the largest barycenter coordinate of each triangle vertex. Within the above algorithm, we move around the input points while keeping its symmetry property to obtain a partition with the smallest Lebesgue constant. The optimal partition obtained this way is shown in Fig. 6 , and its Lebesgue constant is 3.2129. The partition data is given in Tab.8-9. We also tried to compute the optimal partition under the constraint similar to Sec. 3.2.1. The result is not as good as the one we give here. Table 9 : The third order partition of the triangle: the sub-cells. 
Three Dimensional Partitions
For the second order partition, we use the optimized second order partition of the triangle computed in Sec. 3.2.1 on the faces of the tetrahedron. In order to minimize the number of total faces, the partition vertices inside the tetrahedron are chosen such that the condition of Lemma 1 is satisfied.
Then the partition is actually fixed, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The partition has 37 vertices and 48 faces, and its Lebesgue constant is 5.0814. The partition data is listed in Tab. 12-14.
For the third and fourth order partitions, we simple employ the algorithm given in Sec. 2.3 and 2.4 to compute the partition, and try to find the one with minimal Lebesgue constant by moving 
